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searchers return visually similar images, even if they present
different ideas.
CBIR systems look for similar images, but criteria of
similarity are not explicitly defined. They can take into account
image coloring, objects included in it, its category (for instance
outside or inside) or its emotion (also called mood or feeling).
The last one, depending on interpretation, can be seen as
emotional content of a picture itself or an impression it makes
on a human. In the paper we consider both definitions as
equivalent. These systems are called EBIR (Emotion Based
Image Retrieval) and they are a subcategory of CBIR ones.
The term EBIR was introduced in the paper [2].
The most of research in the area is focused on assigning
image mood on the basis of of eyes and lips arrangement,
because the studies concentrate on images containing faces.
In the current version of our research we assumed that
emotional content is characterized by image coloristic, texture
and objects represented by edges, and the information can be
used in similar images retrieval process. An extension of this
list can contain faces or other objects and symbols which can
have an influence on the image affect.
When talking about emotions, we can not skip two important topics: subjectivity and the emotion classification. As
stated in the paper [3], different emotions can appear in a
subject while looking at the same picture, depending on a
person and its current emotional state. But what we are looking
for is not a system perfectly matching images and emotions.
Our far reaching aim is to build a system, which can in
an effective way support a searching process and increase a
number of relevant pictures returned by any given query. The
goal of the research presented in this paper is to examine
possibilities of use of an artificial neural network for labeling
images with emotional keywords based on visual features only
and examine an influence of used emotion filter on process
of similar images retrieval. Advantages of such approach is
easiness adjustment to any kind of pictures and emotional
preferences. Neural networks are machine learning techniques
well known because of their noise resistance, which is very
desirable feature in this application.
The paper is organized as follows: in the section II various
approaches to image emotional content recognition described

Abstract—Human emotions can provide an essential clue in
searching images in an image database. The paper presents our
approach to content based image retrieval systems which takes
into account its emotional content. The goal of the research
presented in this paper is to examine possibilities of use of
an artificial neural network for labeling images with emotional
keywords based on visual features only and examine an influence
of used emotion filter on process of similar images retrieval. The
performed experiments have shown that use of the emotion filter
increases performance of the system for around 10 percent. points
Index Terms—Artificial neural network, feature selection, similarity measures, emotion recognition, image retrieval, relevance
feedback.

I. I NTRODUCTION

I

N RECENT years an increase of computer storage capacity
and Internet resources can be observed. Fast development
of new image and video technologies and easy access to
sophisticated forms of information demand constantly improving searching and processing tools. Existing methods of text
documents retrieval give satisfying results, so now research is
focused on images retrieval. Finding the right set of images
in a base containing thousands of them is still a challenging
task. Few working methods were created and developed to
solve the issue. The first category of approaches is based on
textual annotations. It assumes that every image in the database
has a label describing its content. Systems, which use only
annotations, are nothing more than text-based searchers.
Another way of dealing with the same problem is based
on observation that textual labels are not always available.
Content based image retrieval (CBIR) systems assume that
many features useful during searching process can be extracted
from the image itself. In the approach looking for similar
images may be reduced to measuring a visual distance between
them. Many of the systems use color information; as an
example we can point the paper [1], where authors created
images retrieval system based on color-spatial information.
The main difference between both approaches is the type
of similarity they can find. Textual searchers are capable to
find semantic similarity, also named similarity of ideas (for
example tiger in summer and tiger in winter) and content based
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in a domain literature are presented. In the section III a
general overview of the system is presented, together with a
description of used visual descriptors and measurement of the
image similarity. The constructed neural network is presented
and a note about image databases used for learning and testing
is added. In the section IV results of performed experiments
are presented and an analysis of the results is given. Finally,
in the section V, a conclusion and further work directions are
proposed.

Fig. 1.

Schema of the system

II. R ELATED WORKS
Broadly speaking there are three main methods of acquiring
emotional information from pictures: labels’ analysis, face
expression’s analysis and visual content analysis. The first
method is based on textual descriptions of pictures and dictionaries of emotional terms. An example of such approach
is presented in the paper [4]. The second method is used
only to find emotions in pictures of human face and further
applied for example in human-robot interactions. Analysis of
faces are presented in the paper [5]. The last method assumes
no information about pictures. Extraction of visual features is
based only on properties like color and texture. The method
was implemented in some systems, for example in the one
presented in the paper [6].
A problem connected with EBIR systems is connected to
sets of emotions considered by their authors. Many classifications of emotions exist; that is why it is difficult to compare
them. The simplest set, presented in the paper [7], contains
positive-negative categories. In [4] the basic emotion set is
as follows: happiness, sadness, anger, fear and disgust. In the
paper [5] surprise has been added to the above set. Authors of
the paper [8] removed disgust from the set, but added neutral
emotion and hate.
Another way of classification of images is based on
adjectives describing more objective attributes of a picture, like a warm-cold, static-dynamic, heavy-light set, presented in [6]. Authors of the paper [9] developed the concept and created the following set: exhilarated-depressive,
warm-cool, happy-sad, light-heavy, hard-soft, brilliant-gloomy,
lively-tedious, magnificent-modest, vibrant-desolate, showyelegant, clear-fuzzy, fanciful-realistic. Some other proposals
are: Kobayashi’s words (used for example in the paper [2])
and space of valence-arousal-control describing emotions,
presented in the paper [3].
Let us recall that for learning rules of matching visual
features to emotions some solutions were also developed. The
most common are: regression [9], neural networks [5] [8] [10]
and genetic algorithms [10]. Our system does not use any rules
for classification; it is not a hybrid system also.
III. NECR – N EURAL - BASED E MOTIONAL C ONTENT
R ETRIEVAL SYSTEM
As we have mentioned above, the research investigates
the feasibility of use of visual features for the retrieval of
emotional content of images and tests feasibility of training
ANN to accomplish classification task. To achieve this goal,

a prototype system has been designed and implemented. The
next subsection presents an idea of our approach.
A. Idea
A general idea of the system is presented in Fig. 1. The
system consists of a database of images, neural network,
searching engine and interface to communicate with a user.
All images in the database need to be preprocessed in order
to find their visual feature descriptors, which refer to coloristic,
texture and edges in pictures. We assume that the system
is able to recognize an emotional content of images on the
basis of classification method. Classification is performed by
a supervised trained neural network. A learning set for the
network was prepared manually, by assigning class labels to
images from the database.
In our system in order to test an influence of the visual
feature descriptors on an ability to recognize the emotional
content of images and to find similar images, we have considered three various groups of emotion classification:
• positive-negative with neutral option,
• groups of adjectives:
– warm, cold, neutral,
– dynamic, static, neutral,
– heavy, light, neutral,
– artificial, natural; to distinguish between photos and
hand-made pictures,
• 5 basic emotions (happiness, sadness, anger, disgust and
fear).
After the training process the neural network is ready to
assign emotions to pictures; one emotion from each category,
what makes 6 labels for each picture. However, before any
classification can take place, images need to be preprocessed.
As a result of this step, visual descriptors are calculated and
stored in the database, together with pictures. The network
uses values of descriptors in classification process, and assigned labels are also stored in the database. The first stage
of system’s work is presented in Fig. 2.
Searching engine takes information about the pictures from
the database and about the query image, calculated on an
ongoing basis. As a result of the engine’s work, 12 the most
similar images are returned. The user can accept results or
run the program again, with a modified query. The new query
contains of an original picture and these of returned 12,
which the user has marked as appropriate. The process can
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6 categories of edges, it uses 8 categories of textures, what
gives 192 numbers representing each picture.
The purpose of using so many descriptors is to acquire as
much information about a picture as possible and as a result
- to train the network efficiently. Of course, balance between
amount of information collected by the system and processing
time has to be found.
C. Neural network

Fig. 2.

Preparation of data

be repeated many times if needed. In a multi-images query,
for each query image the most similar pictures are found and
then a common list is built, as an average of distances between
query images and images from the database.
Visual descriptors are calculated and emotional classification is made only once for each database; it means that if a
user does not change the database, the program will run much
faster. Because a query image can be of any kind, descriptors
for it are always calculated, even if the picture belongs to the
database. There is no option of retraining the network in the
program.
B. Visual descriptors
Extracting information from a picture is a challenging task.
Descriptors need to meet performance, reliability and accuracy
criteria. Standard MPEG-7 defines some descriptors, which
can be used for similar images retrieval (from the Internet
article [11]). Some of the proposed there descriptors were used
already in image retrieval systems [6]. They allow acquiring
information about colors, edges and textures. In the system,
three of them are used: Edge Histogram, Scalable Color Descriptor and Color Layout Descriptor. We base on implementations published in [12]. Additionally, two commonly available
custom descriptors are used: CEDD and FCTH (described in
[13] [14] [15]). They combine information about colors and
edges or textures respectively.
Edge Histogram returns 80 numbers representing quantity
of edges: 16 regions x 5 directions of edges (vertical, horizontal, 2 diagonals and without direction). We added global
number of edges for each category to let the network to
easily label pictures with dominating edges direction. Scalable
Color Descriptor divides color space into 256 colors and
calculates percentage of a picture covered with that color.
Color Layout Descriptor divides picture into 64 regions and
chooses a dominant color for each region. It allows us to obtain
spatial-color information. CEDD (Color and Edge Directivity
Descriptor) divides a picture into 1600 regions. 144 numbers
are obtained as count of regions for each combination of
24 colors and 6 types of edges. FCTH (Fuzzy Color and
Texture Histogram) works similar as CEDD, but in place of

The multi-layered perceptron neural network is used for
emotional image classification on the basis of its visual
descriptors, because it is universal, easy to construct and it
performs well. Neural networks can distinguish between very
similar input vectors and are immune to redundant or noisy
information. We wanted to make classification of input images
as consistent as possible, but it is not possible to judge few
thousands of pictures in the same way. There is no theoretical
model matching visual content of a picture to its emotional
content. Neural networks have the ability to find schemas and
rules even in such extreme environment.
After the preprocessing stage every image from the base is
represented by its visual features vector v. The first elements
of the vector v refer to SCD, the next to CLD, EH and the last
two to CEDD and FCTH. In other words, for i-th image in
database vector vi is composed of 5 component vectors (eq.1)
vi = [vSCD , vCLD , vEH , vCEDD , vF CT H ]

(1)

The query image is processed in the same way and is also
described by its visual features vector vq .
Vector v is an input for the neural network. Its length is
equal 869, so the number of inputs of neural network is also
equal 869. It is worth pointing out that values of each element
in vector v are scaled in the range (0-1). In the output layer we
have 19 neurons. They encode 18 different emotions belonging
to 6 categories. An answer of the output neuron equals to 1
indicates presence of a particular emotion. Only one emotion
from each of 6 sets given in the section III-A can be present,
so from all output neurons representing a category the one
with the highest activation is chosen and its value is set to 1.
For all others within the same category 0 is set.
The network contains three layers: input, hidden and output.
All output neurons are connected with all hidden ones; 128
hidden neurons are connected with input ones in a way allowing better feature and pattern recognition. It means that hidden
neurons are responsible for discovering only one feature. The
schema of the network is presented in Fig. 3. For clarity
reasons, only one set of connections between hidden and
output neurons is shown.
It is visible that hidden neurons have their unique role in
the classification process and are responsible for detecting
only one kind of feature. Such specialized structure of the
network was inspired by authors of the paper [16]. Because
of limited set of connections between input and hidden layers
(the network is not fully connected), learning process takes
considerably less time. More complex structures with two
hidden layers or more hidden neurons in already existing layer
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V

V
Fig. 4. An example of calculation of distance between a query images and
images from the database

V

V

V
Fig. 3. Schema of the network. Only one set of connections between hidden
and output neurons is shown

were considered as well. But, with concern about speed of
images’ classification and retrieval processes, we decided to
use a simpler model.
After processing by the neural network each i-th image is
represented by two vectors: vector of visual descriptors vi and
vector of emotions ei .
D. Similarity of images
To measure similarity between a query image and i-th image
in the database, the distance between them is calculated. In
some experiments we take only visual similarity, in other
experiments we take both visual and emotional similarities
(both vectors v and e were considered in this case). Let us
focus on vector v first. The distance is separately assigned
for each component vector vSCD , vCLD , vEH , vCEDD and
vF CT H . It is weighted and summed as in eq. 2.
d′ = wSCD · dSCD + wCLD · dCLD + wEH · dEH +
+wCEDD · dCEDD + wF CT H · dF CT H

(2)

Where w with an index denotes a weight of a given part of a
distance component. The final distance d between query image
and i-th image in the base is a weighted average. It is expressed
by eq. 3.
d=

d′
wSCD + wEH + wCLD + wCEDD + wF CT H

(3)

The way of distance computation was inspired by the paper
[15], where the detailed description of the method can be
found. To measure the distance on the basis of the part vCLD
the method was modified to deal with the three values referring
to the three components of a color. The distance is transformed
into the range (0-100). In particular 0 means the same image.
Fig. 4 shows an example of visual distance calculation between
a query image and each of images in the database. For the
query image the similarity vector to each image in the base is
obtained.
In the performed experiments weights wF CT H and wCEDD
were set to 2, because these descriptors have the best individual retrieval scores. Remaining weights were equal to 1.
The second component in evaluation of images similarity
takes into account emotional aspect and is based on the vector
e. For every matching label, 1 is added to a temporal result
and then the final number is casted on the range 0-100, with
0 denoting maximal similarity. The query image is described
by a vector of emotional similarities to each database image.
Finally, both results (visual and emotional) are added and
divided by 2. This is the final answer of the system. Whole
method is illustrated by Fig. 4.
In a case with multiple query images, an average from all
rankings is taken. Twelve images from the database with the
smallest values are presented to the user. A case with multiple
query images is presented in Fig. 5.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL STUDY
To evaluate performance of our system and effectiveness
of the similar images retrieval method, we performed some
experiments. We assessed performance of the neural network
(correct emotions assignment) and accuracy of retrieval results
independently, with concern about various factors which can
influence the performance.
The testing set in these experiments consists of 42 images,
labeled manually and checked for consistency with labels
given by the network. We tested the network trained on two
different learning sets and we compared results. Details are
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TABLE I
C ROSS - VALIDATION TESTS FOR THE NEURAL NETWORK

Fig. 5.

Subject

Accuracy

Percent of correctly assigned (CA) labels

64.4

Deviation
2.15

Percent of CA labels for warm-cold

80

2.32

Percent of CA labels for light-heavy

62.4

4.03

Percent of CA labels for dynamic-static

67.6

6.15

Percent of CA labels for artificial-natural

82

3.6

Percent of CA labels for positive-negative

55

4.1

Percent of CA labels for basic emotions

52

4.26

An example of finding similar images to a multiple query

presented in subsection IV-A. We also did cross-validation
tests.
The second part of these tests, dedicated to overall system
performance analysis is more complex. We tested the system
against many factors: various query images, image databases,
learning sets and finally we evaluated difference in performance given by an emotions recognition module. Details are
presented in the following subsections.
A. Datasets
Few image sets were created for learning and testing purposes. Because the system is supposed to support emotion
based image retrieval, construction of sets was made with high
consideration of an emotional content of pictures, especially
for learning sets creation. The images in learning set were
selected in a way which provides a fair representation of
variously labeled pictures (the learning set consists of pictures
labeled by every emotion from the set of 18 emotions). Fig. 6
presents the number of representative images in LS3 belonging
to the particular emotions’ categories.
First learning set (LS1) was intended to support good distinction between warm-cold, heavy-light and positive-negative
categories and it consists of 893 pictures. It contains mainly
landscape pictures, so expressing dynamism or anger is not
possible there. Second learning set (LS2) was intended to
support these categories, which are not supported in the
first one: basic emotions, dynamic-static and artificial-natural
and is built from 636 images. It contains images returned
by searching engine like Flickr and Google for emotional

Fig. 6.

Number of representatives of emotions in LS3

keywords queries. But, the neural network trained on this set
can not classify correctly any general images (for example
landscapes), so third one (LS3) was made from 1456 pictures.
It contains pictures from previous two sets, to support all
classifications.
Three image sets are used in experiments, to evaluate
performance of the system. All of them contain various
pictures, belonging to different categories. We tried to balance
quantity of representatives of every category. The first set
(DB1) contains 2096 images, mostly landscapes. The second
set (DB2) contains 1456 images, mostly emotionally rich and
artificial ones. The third set (DB3) contains 1612 images,
mostly natural ones and photos of people.
B. Evaluation of neural network performance
The network was trained with back-propagation method.
The following values of parameters were set: learning rate
0.1, number of epochs 500, momentum 0.6, sigmoid unipolar
activation function and error tolerance 0.1. For every learning
set the network is trained only once and after that it is used
in experiments.
Performance of the neural network was checked in two
independent tests: by 5-cross-validation method and on a
testing set of images different from learning sets. Crossvalidation was performed with use of LS3 data set. The results
are presented in Table I.
It is visible that performance of the network depends heavily
on subsets chosen for learning and testing (the standard
deviation can be as high as 6.15). But high classification score
for one category has its drawback - lower scores for other
categories: the network trained on the 3rd subset classified
correctly 78% of pictures according to dynamic-static category
had lower classification score for all other categories.
To determine performance of the network in an unknown
environment, 42 different from learning sets pictures were
chosen and classified by the network. Then, an automatic
classification was compared with a manual one and results
are shown in Table II.
In the test the learning sets LS1 and LS3 were used. The
learning set LS2 was build only from pictures returned as
results for emotional keywords queries and a network trained
on it would not be able to determine a category of emotion
properly 1-4 (rows 4-7 in Table II).
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TABLE II
C OMPARISON OF PERFORMANCE OF THE NEURAL NETWORK TRAINED
WITH USE OF 2 TRAINING SETS

TABLE III
P ERFORMANCE OF THE SYSTEM AGAINST DIFFERENT QUERIES AND SETS .
T HREE NUMBERS , SEPARATED BY COMMAS , IN EVERY CELL DENOTE
RESULTS REFERRING TO THREE SETS

1
2
3
4

Subject

Set LS1

Set LS3

Percent of correctly classified images

8

17

Picture

Nsr

Npr

NRuns

37

black-white

2, 2, 3

2, 2, 1

1, 1, 1

73

red flower

10, 4, 10

5, 1, 5

5, 2, 4

87

lagoon, mountain

4, 4, 5

4, 4, 1

1, 2, 1

9, 11, 6

3, 4, 3

1, 3, 2

Percent of images with 1 wrong label
Percent of correctly assigned (CA) labels
Percent of CA labels for warm-cold

22
64
78

5

Percent of CA labels for light-heavy

62

74

tropical forest

6

Percent of CA labels for dynamic-static

70

69

iceberg

8, 8, 2

6, 7, 0

2, 2, 0

12, 15, 5

10, 12, 4

4, 7, 1

7

Percent of CA labels for artificial-natural

70

83

sunset

8

Percent of CA labels for positive-negative

51

64

red, shouting man

1, 6, 1

1, 6, 1

1, 1, 1

60

grey-scale

2, 7,-

1, 2, -

1, 1, -

worm

-, 6, -

-, 3, -

-, 2, -

boxing fight

-, 7, -

-, 6, -

-, 2, -

9

Percent of CA labels for basic emotions

49

Percentage of correctly assigned labels is used as measurement of system’s efficiency because more common measures
like recall and precision can not be used here. The system has
to return 12 pictures in every run, so there is no possibility to
define a set of false positives (even if some pictures score less
than others, they are still present in results as complement
to true positives). Moreover, if more than 12 images in the
database are similar to the query image, the system has no
possibility to show them all as a result.
As it can be seen in Table II, the network trained on a more
general learning set (LS3) performs better than the one trained
on less general one (LS1). The most problematic categories are
basic emotions and positive-negative. It proves that emotional
content of pictures can not be fully expressed only with chosen
by us visual descriptors.
The network was trained two times on learning set LS3
(starting from random values of weights) and answers of the
network from both trials were compared. Only in 17% of cases
both networks were wrong and most of these mistakes were
connected to basic emotions, which were not possible to be
discovered without semantic knowledge about the picture. In
20% of cases one of the networks was wrong.
In most cases a network trained on the whole set LS3
performed better than the one trained on 80% of the set,
even though test pictures here differed more than in the
previous experiment. For dynamic-static, artificial-natural and
positive-negative categories some subsets from the previous
experiments scored higher than the network in the current
one (trained on the whole set LS3). It can be explained in
two ways: test images in the second experiment were more
difficult to be classified and random division of the 3rd set
favored different categories in different subsets.
C. Different image sets
Three different sets of pictures (DB1, DB2 and DB3) were
created in order to test retrieval performance of the system.
Results of experiments are presented in Table III. We are
interested in number of runs (queries) needed to find all similar
images from the sets. Three numbers, separated by commas,
in every cell denote three sets. The network trained on the
third learning set was used in the section.

In Table III Nsr refers to the number of pictures in the set,
which are similar to the query image. Npr refers to the number
of relevant pictures returned by the system and NRuns refers
to the number of searching trials the system had to perform to
retrieve such results. Three numbers separated by commas in
every cell denote results for every set: the first number refers
to DB1, the second to DB2 and the third to DB3.
Some problems are shown here: color quantization and
difficulty in finding precisely described set in hundreds of
very similar pictures. Still, characteristic images are easy to
find and overall results are very good. In many cases one
query is enough to find the whole set, in others rerunning the
program allows to receive better results. Images containing
worms and boxing fights were present only in one set, so for
others ”-” is placed in Table III. The set DB3 contains pictures
similar semantically to query images, but not visually, that is
why retrieval results are worse than for the other two sets.
D. Emotions’ filter
Emotion filter is a tool which uses vector e to produce
final similarity score between two pictures as shown in Fig.
4. Without it, only vector v is used. To evaluate an input of
an emotion filter to the final result, the same tests as in the
subsection IV-B were run, but without calculating the vector
of emotional distance between pictures. Results are presented
in Table IV.
It is clear that emotions are important in the image retrieval
process and improve results of traditional CBIR systems. In
the EBIR system, more adequate pictures are found and it
is done faster. Moreover, it can be noticed that the number
of not relevant images (for example green building returned
for tropical forest query) decreases when emotions’ filter was
used. Quality of results is higher for the system with the filter,
what supports our theory.
To evaluate influence of the emotional filter, we created a
metrics of efficiency E, expressed by eq. 4.
E=

Npr
Nsr

1 + 0.05 · (NRuns − 1)

· 100%

(4)
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TABLE IV
P ERFORMANCE OF THE SYSTEM WITHOUT EMOTIONS ’ FILTER . T HREE
NUMBERS , SEPARATED BY COMMAS , IN EVERY CELL DENOTE RESULTS
REFERRING TO THREE SETS

Picture

Nsr

Npr

NRuns

black-white

2, 2, 3

2, 2, 0

1, 1, 0

red flower

10, 4, 10

4, 0, 6

8, 0, 6

lagoon, mountain

4, 4, 5

4, 4, 4

3, 2, 5

tropical forest

9, 11, 6

3, 4, 0

1, 3, 0

iceberg

8, 8, 2

6, 7, 0

2, 2, 0

sunset

12, 15, 5

6, 6, 4

3, 3, 1

red, shouting man

1, 6, 1

1, 6, 1

1, 1, 1

grey-scale

2, 7, -

0, 2, -

0, 2, -

worm

-, 6, -

-, 1, -

-, 1, -

boxing fight

-, 7, -

-, 5, -

-, 2, -
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TABLE V
P ERFORMANCE OF THE SYSTEM AGAINST DIFFERENT LEARNING SETS
Picture

Nsr

Npr

NRuns

black-white

2

2, 2

1, 2

red flower

4

1, 0

2, 0

lagoon, mountain

4

4, 4

2, 1

tropical forest

11

4, 4

3, 3

iceberg

8

7, 7

2, 1

sunset

15

12, 7

7, 3

red, shouting man

6

6, 6

1, 2

grey-scale

7

2, 2

1, 1

worm

6

3, 1

2, 1

boxing fight

7

6, 6

2, 3

E. Different learning sets
where:
Npr – number of pictures returned,
Nsr – number of pictures that should be returned,
NRuns – number of runs. This metrics describes accuracy in
relation to the number of runs. In the case with use of emotion
filter E equals to 71%, 67% and 47% for sets DB1, DB2 and
DB3 respectively. In the case without emotions filter E is equal
to 59%, 57% and 42% for the same sets. Average decrease in
performance is 9 percent points. The biggest differences in
performance for various pictures are 31 percent points for a
worm, 27 percent points for a grey-scale image and 19 percent
points for a sunset. A lagoon picture scored 12 percent points
better without emotions filter, but it is the only exception.
Detailed comparison between the results presented in two
tables is illustrated in Fig. 7. Further conclusions are given in
the subsection IV-E. Comparison between Tables III and IV
shows that decrease in quality of results for the case without
emotions filter is 17% and speed decrease is equal to 17%.
Additionally, in a case with use of emotions filter, only in two
situations no similar images were retrieved, but in the case
without the filter – five times.

Fig. 7.

Value of metrics E for different sets and pictures

Two learning sets were tested here: LS1 and LS3. Retrieval
performance was checked in the same way as in previous
sections (but only the DB2 set was used). Here numbers in
cells denotes two learning sets. The first number belongs to
the third set and the second one to the first set. Results can
be found in Table V.
It can be seen that learning set influences retrieval results,
so it should be chosen with high consideration about databases
with which it will work or, in case when a working environment of the system is not known, learning set should
be universal and should contain all kinds of pictures. Still,
learning sets influence less overall system performance than
lack of the emotion filter.
V. C ONCLUSION
Our system is capable of finding similar images in a
database with relatively high accuracy. Use of the emotion
filter increases performance of the system for around 10
percent points. Experiments showed that average retrieval rate
depends on many factors: a database, a query image, number
of similar images in the database and a training set of the
neural network. Although a user not always receives satisfying
results during the first run of the searching engine, in most
cases, after few runs they are satisfying.
Interface of the application and results returned by the
system for a query image (boxing fight) are presented in Fig. 8.
Further improvements to the system are considered. To
increase accuracy of the results, a module for face detection
and analyzing face expression can be added. More work is
needed to develop the system in a way allowing it to analyze
existing textual descriptions of images and other meta-data.
More accurate and informative descriptors can be also created.
Another idea is to build a system containing two or more
neural networks and use them as an ensemble classifier.
To fully evaluate the results obtained with the neural network in future we plan to apply another classifier instead.
Bayesian models, linear models, decision trees and K-NN
methods are concerned.
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Fig. 8.

An example of program’s run
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